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ICC Strengthens Training and Education Program with Addition of Tracy Lendi 

The International Code Council has announced the addition of Tracy Lendi, Ph.D., to the ICC team as its 

new Vice President of Training and Education. Formerly serving as the Director of Training and 

Development at SP Plus Corporation and UL University, Lendi brings over 15 years of leadership 

experience in overseeing the development, implementation, delivery and evaluation of training 

programs.  

 “We are very pleased to have Tracy as part of the ICC team,” said ICC Executive Vice President & 

Director of Business Development Mark Johnson. “Her past experience in overseeing the quality of both 

field-based classroom training and online technology-based training will assist ICC in its ongoing efforts 

to deliver top quality training to its membership in a timely and cost effective manner in new and 

innovative ways.”  

Lendi holds a doctorate in education. She has spent the past 10 years with SP Plus Corporation, 

implementing the company’s first learning management system along with the introduction of online 

learning  and job specific curricula for all operational job functions within SP Plus Corporation. During 

her time there, she also launched situational-based learning programs that utilized a blended approach 

to give individuals the skills required to be successful and presenting them in a way that was engaging, 

memorable and realistic to the job function. Prior to working at SP Plus Corporation, Lendi’s 

employment history included working in training and development for UL University.  

In addition to Lendi joining the ICC team, ICC is also pleased to announce that Doug Thornburg, Vice 

President of Education and Certification, will assume an expanded role as ICC’s Vice President and 

Technical Director of Products and Services.  

“Tracy’s addition to our team will help us to effectively continue implementation of the ICC education 

strategy. I am looking forward to working with her to best serve our members,” Thornburg said. 

http://www.iccsafe.org/


### 

About the International Code Council 

The International Code Council is a member-focused association. It is dedicated to developing model 

codes and standards used in the design, build and compliance process to construct safe, sustainable, 

affordable and resilient structures. Most U.S. communities and many global markets choose the 

International Codes.  
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